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ABSTRACT
Finding an object in a physical environment is difficult if the environment contains many objects, especially if it is large and dense. We propose a design space that describes and compares existing guidance techniques according to four dimensions: output modality, physicality, granularity and spatial information. Output modality can be visual, audio or tactile. Guidance information can be displayed using physical objects or virtual artifacts. Granularity indicates whether the technique serves to navigate towards the vicinity of the target or to precisely localize the target. Finally, spatial information is either exocentric or egocentric. This design space aims at providing an overview of the domain and helping designers and researchers to understand the key properties of these techniques. It also enables their comparison and the generation of new techniques by highlighting unexplored areas.
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INTRODUCTION
Locating an object in a physical place is a common activity in the real world. Such a task can quickly become difficult if the environment contains many objects, especially if it is large and dense. For instance, libraries, supermarkets, factory plants, etc., can contain thousands of objects with many of them very close to each other. Moreover the size of these environments makes the problem harder [1] as the user must not only find the desired object in the proper area, but also find where this area is located in the environment.

Various guidance techniques have been proposed in the literature (e.g. [24, 13, 48]) for finding objects in such environments. However, the literature does not systematically describe (1) the differences and similarities of these techniques, (2) their relative advantages and drawbacks, and (3) their interactions with the different output modalities and the complexity of the environment.

In this paper, we propose a design space to describe and compare existing guidance techniques for indoor search tasks in a large and dense environment. This design space is organized according to four dimensions. The first dimension corresponds to the output modality used by the technique. In addition to the traditional visual, audio and tactile categories, we also attempt to take into account the impact of physicality through a second dimension, which corresponds to the case when guiding information is embedded into physical objects.

The third dimension of our design space is the granularity of the technique, which can either provide micro or macro guidance. This axis is important because it corresponds to two different kinds of tasks and user behaviors and thus to different classes of techniques that do not require the same level of precision and
resolution. Moreover, this dimension also helps understand how these techniques can be combined to build hybrid techniques that provide both macro and micro guidance. Finally, the fourth dimension indicates the type of spatial information that is provided by the technique, which can be either exocentric or egocentric.

Previous explorations of such guidance techniques often treated these axes independently, especially for what concerns granularity. Our key insight is that many search tasks involve both the macro and micro phases and should thus provide hybrid guidance techniques that combine different modalities and spatial relationships depending on the local granularity.

In this paper we present a design space that is capable of reflecting these hybrid guidance techniques. More specifically, the aims of this paper are 1) to provide an overview of the field of guidance techniques; 2) to help designers and researchers understand the key properties of these techniques, compare them and choose the one that fits their needs; 3) to invite researchers to investigate unexplored areas and to generate new, possibly hybrid, techniques.

**DESIGN SPACE**

Guidance techniques help the user to find, locate, and reach a target without having to perform an exhaustive search within the space. They generally have two characteristics: 1) they orient the user’s body movement, perhaps iteratively, to reach the target location, and 2) they indicate the target location.

These orientations and indications may use various modalities to present information, such as visually, using sound, etc. They may be embedded in physical objects or use virtual hints. They may operate at different granularities depending on whether the target in the user’s field of view or on the size of the target. Finally, the technique may provide these cues using exocentric or egocentric spatial relationships. Together, these four axes make up the dimensions of our proposed design space, which we describe below.

We further provide two representations of this space, depicted in Figures 1 and 2. The first representation is modality-centric and is especially useful for identifying comparable guidance techniques. The second is granularity-oriented and is better suited to the hybrid guidance techniques that combine different techniques for different granularities.

In the remainder of this section, we introduce these dimensions and related work. In the next sections, we describe these dimensions in more detail, and explore two representations of this design space.

**Modality.** The modality is the sensory modality [35]. It is used to convey its guidance hints to the user. Of the five human senses (sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste), we didn’t include the last two, in the design space representation, because techniques based on olfactory and gustatory interaction are still in an early stage of development [27] and hence seldom used in augmented reality systems [55].

**Physicality.** Beyond these base modalities, physical objects have presence, which may be perceived via any of these senses or a combination of them. Physical objects provide these modalities in a consistent manner and with a higher level of realism than virtual artifacts. For instance, Danieau showed that combining virtual modalities (audio, visual and tactile) enhances perception but still does not provide the same feeling of realism [7]. Moreover, physical objects do not require users to wear AR devices (headphones, head-mounted displays, force-feedback exoskeletons, etc.) that may be intrusive or cumbersome and may limit users.

**Granularity.** Indoor search tasks consist of two primary subtasks: macro navigation and micro navigation [22,50]. Macro navigation generally corresponds to the coarse phase of locating the vicinity of the target, such as the shelf on which a book resides. Micro navigation involves the finer-grained location of an object already within the field of view, such as finding a jar of jam when staring at an open refrigerator.
**Spatial Guidance Type.** The spatial guidance type describes the frame of reference in which the system provides guidance, which may be **exocentric** or **egocentric**. Exocentric guidance provides information related directly to a position or a direction in the environment, be it the user, the environment, or the target. Egocentric guidance, on the other hand, provides only a partial guidance, relative to the position and orientation of the user, such as by a vibration on a wrist strap indicating to turn right [21]. In this latter case, the guiding information is generally provided iteratively to tell the user in which direction he should go or look for the target.

**Related Work**
Many studies propose guidance techniques to localize virtual targets in virtual environments (e.g. [37,8]), we focus on the guidance and localization of real objects in the real world.

Several studies have attempted to characterize various guidance techniques. We are not aware, however, of other design spaces of guidance techniques. Buchmann et al. [4] have characterized guidance techniques according to the type of *information*. They distinguish between angular (compass) and non-angular information (left/right arrow) and between on-body (direct) and off-body (indirect, on external devices) techniques. The first of these types of information fits well within our definition of the spatial guidance type. Furthermore, Buchmann et al. focus on macro guidance techniques and do not take into account micro ones. For instance, their classification does not adequately account for
the Shelftorchlight [36], which uses micro navigation guidance.

Guidance techniques typically rely heavily on indoor localization, for which many characterizations exist (see [47,49] for a literature review). However, these works focus more on algorithmic and technological aspects rather than on the higher-level interaction and guidance.

We now present several guidance techniques to illustrate our design space. They are organized according to our four axes.

**DESIGN SPACE DESCRIPTION**

In constructing this design space, we aimed to take a person-centric approach. The user and his or her goal of locating an object guide the design of the four dimensions: the user’s senses inform the modality; the way of displaying information informs the physicality; the relationship between the user and the target informs the granularity; and the frame of reference between the two informs the spatial guidance type.

We purposely avoid directly considering technology among these axes. Different tracking systems have different characteristics of precision, accuracy, and scale, and thus limit which guidance techniques can be used with which techniques. Different presentation technologies such as head-mounted displays, projectors, vibro-tactile wristbands, etc., further influence which modalities, granularities or spatial guidance types are appropriate.

Together, these four dimensions serve to provide an abstract overview of augmented reality guidance techniques. In the remainder of this section, we consider these dimensions and influences in more detail.

**Modality**

Each of the five human senses offers different properties that make it more or less suitable for different kinds of tasks [13]. For example, vision offers a higher information bandwidth than audio [20], but audio can remain effective when a target is beyond the field of view.

**Visual.** Visual guidance techniques are perhaps the most common of the modalities. They may use text [40,51] light [36] or shape [33] in 2D or 3D space [16]. Furthermore, displayed information may be static or animated.

**Audio.** Auditory guidance techniques map sound parameters [17] such as frequency [57], amplitude and rhythm [2], or use auditory icons [11,17], earcons [42,17], vowel sound mapping [15], spatialization through 3D sound [30,52], or combinations of sonification and spatialization [37,12] to convey guidance information. They may alternatively use speech synthesis to provide verbal guidance information. Using 3D spatial mapping techniques, in headphones [30] or in speaker networks [45], can provide a rich, natural spatial mapping [12]. Alternatively, simple stereo headphones can provide for more basic left/right guidance relative to the user.

**Tactile.** Tactile guidance techniques use the tactile feedback perceived by the human body. Tactile feedback may take several forms: attractive or repulsive forces [37,31], vibrations [46,44], temperature [23,10], pressure [19], electric current [25,28,43] or a combination of these parameters [14,58]. Tactile guidance may rely on simple feedback or sequential patterns [18,32] and can take place anywhere on the body (belt [18], wrist [21], back [44,54]...). On this subject, Cholewiak et al. suggest that anatomical reference points are more effective for tactile feedback perception [6].

**Physicality**

Physicality is an orthogonal dimension in regard to modality. Physical objects intrinsically exist in 3D space and can be directly perceived through the visual, audio and tactile modalities. Nonetheless, the fact that an object is physical can alter the nature of the object to such a degree that we consider its physicality to be paramount to the particular senses involved.

Physicality may facilitate the interpretation and understanding of information conveyed using virtual representations of the same modalities.
Figure 2: The second representation of the design space, which respectively displays micro and macro guidance techniques on the vertical and horizontal axes. The "no guidance" column corresponds to micro-guidance techniques that provide no macro-guidance (and vice-versa for the "no guidance" row). Most techniques tend to focus on either macro (bottom row) or micro (left axis) navigation. Techniques in the middle combine micro and macro granularities. The table highlights that many combinations have not yet been explored so far.

For example, Kuzuoka et al. observe that the physical presence of a robot instructor makes the user aware of its movement and that the user could use this information to predict the location of the target pointed by the robot [29]. In another study, Mikawa et al. found that using a physical object (the head of a robot) to guide a library user would help him to understand guidance information [38]. Finally, Ju and Sirkin have shown that using a physical arm could be effective to attract the user’s attention [56].

*Physical auditory guidance*, which is emitted directly by physical objects [26], provides information on their 3D location and changes of state (e.g. the object is moving, stopped, collided...). *Virtual auditory guidance* relies on computer generated sounds that are emitted virtually in real space. Virtual sound can be played on headphones using head-related transfer functions [30,12] or by loudspeakers [45].

*Physical tactile guidance* results from touching physical objects and combines information on shape, changes in shape, acceleration, vibrations and temperature. *Virtual tactile guidance* requires creating illusions to provide feedback during interaction with virtual objects by using a cross-modal effect or by simulating tactile feedback using electrical [25,43], thermal or force [14]. For example, Ban et al.
propose a cross-model effect (combining visual and static tactile feedback) to create the illusion of tactile perception of the shape of virtual objects [3]. An example of simulated tactile feedback is the display proposed by Kajimoto et al. which simulates uses electrical stimulation to simulate tactile feedback (the sensation of pressure and vibration) [25].

In order to simplify the representation of the design space, Figures 1 and 2 project modality and physicality onto a single axis.

**Granularity**

Search tasks involve various phases depending on the scale of the target and its distance from the user. Generally, this task can be broken down into two broad types: macro navigation and micro navigation [22,50].

In macro navigation, the user tends to perform large movements, re-orienting him- or herself and moving around within the environment [54,4,21]. In micro navigation, the user is generally in the proximity of the target and performs a finer grained search, such as by scanning the field of view with the eyes [41, 16], hands [14] or both [32].

A guidance task that is well suited to macro navigation may not be particularly well-suited to micro navigation and vice versa. For example, drawing a small circle around a target may be effective when near the target [41,39], but if that target is on the other side of the room, it may be too small to identify. Likewise, emitting a beep from a small switch may be sufficient to lead the user across the room to a switchboard, but may be insufficient to identify the particular switch.

**Spatial Guidance Type**

**Exocentric.** These techniques display information in fixed locations or toward a fixed direction in space. As such, when the user moves or turns his or her body, the guidance information continues to present the same information. Examples of this type of technique include a mini-map in a videogame, a map [34, 24] (Figure 3c); a spotlight on the target [5,41] (Figure 3b); modifying the target [53] or a beep emitted from the target [26].

**Egocentric.** These techniques display information that is directly related to the user’s location in the physical space. The information may be a sequence of instructions that the user needs to follow iteratively. Examples include projected arrows pointing to the left and to the right [34] (Figure 3a); text [40]; left/right beeps on headphones [57] or loudspeakers [39]; left/right tap on tactile belt [18], or a tap pattern with tactile feedback [9].

**DISCUSSION**

We provide two primary representations of the design space, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Both of these representations provide a two-dimensional visualization of the proposed four-dimensional design space. Figure 1 shows modality and physicality vs. granularity and spatial representation type. Figure 2 focuses on the granularity of the guidance technique.

Orienting the second representation around the granularity of the guidance technique makes it easier to compare hybrid guidance techniques. These techniques are often used to provide one kind of guidance for the macro phase of the search task and another for the micro phase of the search task, as in Grohn et al. [13], who use 3D exocentric audio for coarse guidance, reinforced by a spotlight on the target (absolute visual guidance) for fine-grained guidance.

Together, these representations help show the descriptive, comparative, and generative capabilities of this design space.

**Descriptive power.** The proposed design space breaks guidance techniques down across the modality used to guide the user, the relationship between the user and the target, and the granularity of the search task.

This breakdown makes the proposed design space particularly good at describing hybrid guidance techniques, especially when using the second representation, as shown in Figure 2.

The majority of guidance techniques tend to focus on either macro or micro navigation. For example, all the techniques along the bottom row of Figure 2 provide macro guidance but
no support for fine-grained micro navigation.

Along the left axis, techniques provide micro-navigation support, but do not target coarser macro-navigation. Techniques in the middle, however, combine modalities to support both granularities, enabling a broad description of even hybrid guidance techniques.

For example, Löchtefeld et al.’s Shelftorchlight [36], which displays a projected spotlight (exocentric visual micro guidance) on the target, is beyond the scope of Buchmann et al.’s classification, which focuses on macro guidance techniques and does not take into account the difference between modalities.

**Comparative power.** The representation of the design space shown in Figure 1 describes techniques in terms of modality, physicality, type, and granularity in a way that helps to identify techniques that are compatible for comparison. To compare two techniques, it is important to have only one parameter that varies. When several parameters vary, it is hard to link the difference in outcomes to a specific parameter.

The first representation classifies techniques in a way that each two horizontally adjacent techniques and techniques in the same column have only one distinct parameter (the modality, type or granularity). As such, for two techniques to be comparable, they should be horizontally adjacent or in the same column.

This representation reveals, for example, that Grohn et al.’s comparison of a 3D audio macro guidance technique to an exocentric visual technique for micro navigation (finding that the audio technique is more effective to orient the user toward the direction of the target compared to the visual condition) [13] varies several parameters simultaneously. It is thus difficult to draw more general conclusions from their results.

This representation, however, only applies to non-hybrid techniques. More specifically, for hybrid techniques, it is necessary to break the individual sub-techniques into their individual components.

**Generative power.** The generative power of a design space describes the ability to create novel techniques. As before, Figure 1 reveals no guidance system with physical characteristics to support macro navigation. Figure 2 reveals that few guidance techniques apply to both macro and micro search tasks. Furthermore, it provides a suggestion of ways to create new hybrid techniques by blending techniques along the axes into a hybrid technique.

For example, we have used the representation in Figure 2 to identify a new technique, which we call an augmented projection arm, highlighted in yellow in the figure. It combines a physical macro exocentric guidance technique with a micro exocentric visual guidance technique. This prototype is currently under development, and we hope to be able to describe it in future work.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work we propose four dimensions to classify guidance techniques: modality, physicality, granularity of the search task and the spatial type of guidance. We then present two complementary representations of the design space. We further discuss its descriptive, comparative and generative power.

Our classification focuses on guidance techniques for the localization of real objects in 3D real space. It would be interesting, however, to explore the interactions between guidance techniques and localization technology constraints (e.g. precision, momentary failures, blind spots, etc.).
Our design space is also independent of the technology used to display the information. Future work should take into account the specificities of output devices such as augmented reality glasses.
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